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Lucas Oil Stadium

StageRight’s Extravaganza Seating and ML-1600 Risers 

convert a state of the art 63,000 seat NFL football stadium 

that can be reconfigured for NCAA Basketball, the Super 

Bowl, and concerts. Our solid seating systems provide 

portable large scale seating that is quick to setup and 

strike and is versatile to provide multiple configurations 

with today’s multiple use venue demands. Our systems 

provide a safe and sturdy seating environment that “feels 

like concrete” providing unparalleled quality and reliability. 

StageRight is your conversion company.

From Football to Basketball - StageRight is 
your facility conversion partner.
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CATEGORY

Arenas & Stadiums

     TOLL FREE 800.438.4499                                   www.stageright.com

Location Indianapolis, Indiana

Capacity 63,000 seats (Football)

Date of installation 2008

Architect HKS Architects Inc.

Owner Indiana Stadium and Convention 
Building Authority
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» SEATING RISERS

» SEATING RISERS

» SEATING

1. Extravaganza Seating

2. Side-Court / End-Court Risers

3. ADA Platforms

A portable large-scale seating solution that offers increased seating capacity and versatility to any venue.  

The Extravaganza provides a safe and sturdy seating environment that is quick to setup and strike and stores 

compactly unlike any other product available in the market.

Versatility, flexibility, and reliability combine to make StageRight’s side-court and end-court risers the 

fi rst choice of facility managers around the world. You can seat your spectators in one of several possible 

confi gurations using the same components, maximizing seating capacity for each event with minimal inventory 

and storage requirements. Simply place the supports, deck the system and add accessories. The combination 

of our durable resonance-absorbing decks and the sturdy understructure helps spectators feel like they are 

on permanent risers. 

As with all StageRight equipment, the ADA platforms utilize versatile quick setup equipment that provides a 

sturdy sound absorbing seating system. All equipment meets ADA code requirements to effectively provide 

the ADA seating necessary.
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Phone 989-386-7393
Toll free  800-438-4499 
Fax  989-386-3500


